
GOING DEEP IN INDONESIA
FOR SHALLOW SUCCESS
 
Sonoro Energy is focused on revisiting the shallow success of oil 
exploration in Indonesia’s West Sulawesi province.

Active oil seeps in the area were well-known historically, and are 
considered by some to be the best and largest ever described in 
Indonesia. Abundant seismic and well data shows great promise. 
Still, the region’s vast potential has remained untapped to this day.

Sonoro is committed to fast-tracking sustained production in 2018 
in an area where others came, looked and left.

A primer: 
Budong Budong PSC
• Sonoro’s wholly owned 
subsidiary, Stockbridge 
Oil and Gas Ltd., received 
a one-year extension on 
the Budong Budong PSC 
licence in January 2017

• LG-1 well bypasses oil 
and gas potential at 
shallow depths (450 to 
750 metres)

• Budong Budong PSC 
block is 1,099 square 
kilometres

• Sonoro is drilling an 
appraisal well, offsetting 
the original LG-1 well; 
drilling crews expect to 
reach total depth shortly

• An independent pro-
spective resource report 
estimates an unrisked 
prospective recoverable 
equivalent of 15.9 million 
barrels, in a net-mean-
case scenario
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Low risk, fast track



A WEALTH OF 

Sonoro Energy and Stockbridge 
Oil and Gas Ltd. have a wealth 
of exploration and production 
experience in southeast Asia, 
with companies like Shell, 
ARCO, P.T. Petcon, Bukit 
Energy, Pertamina and Total.

Multiple members of the team 
were involved in the explora-
tion of the Palangkaraya block, 
which was ultimately sold to 
Conoco-Phillips.

REGIONAL EXPERIENCE

Balikpapan’s Pertamina Refinery 
lies just across the Makassar 
Strait from Budong Budong, a 
280-kilometer trip that takes less 
than 48 hours by tanker.

GREAT GEOGRAPHY,
GREAT ECONOMICS

• June-August 2017: SNV purchases land; completes civil 
works for first appraisal well location; hires Balikpapan-based 
drilling contractor PT Advanced Services Indonesia (ASI) to 
provide hydraulic coring drilling rig for LG-1 Up-dip well
• October 2017: LG-1 Up-dip appraisal well is successfully 
controlled, cased, cemented and logged to 279 meters, with oil 
and gas shows and a gas kick to surface; coring operations 
have commenced from 297 to 500m to target sands

FROM EXPLORATION
TO PRODUCTION 

• Doda Oil Company discovers “giant” oil seep in West Sulawesi 
region in 1890s
• Doda’s four wells yield significant oil and gas shows, with sev-
eral blowouts; sustained production is reported for some time
• BPM (Shell) performs extensive field mapping in the 1930s, 
identifies multiple surface anticlines, two with oil seeps
• Gulf drills two holes in the early 1970s, one of which experienc-
es a gas blowout near the old Doda wells
• Tately and Harvest’s LG-1 well, drilled in 2011, yields oil and 
gas shows through the top 750m
• The LG-1 well blows out at one point, and needs 16 pounds per 
gallon of mud before the casing can be set

A HISTORY OF SHALLOW SUCCESS

(This Sonoro Energy document 
is presented for informational 
purposes only.)


